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Artist’s Whiskers - Line
This photo shows the contrast between different line types. You have the thin 

wild paintbrushes (and even thinner bristles) that stick out randomly against the 
thick rigid window panes in the background. Looking closely, you can also see 

the curved lines of the paint cans.



Euphoric Easel - Shape
The negative space between easel and wall creates a complex composition 

filled with squares, triangles, and polygons. The wooden blocks that 
compose the easels are in one point, two point, and even three point 

perspective, which creates a dynamic 3D effect.



The Institute - Form
The bright highlight on the glossy wall, which originates from the distance gives the photo 
depth. By zooming up on the fire alarm (a relatively small object) and putting a car (a large 
object) into the distance, by default the viewer will see depth because things automatically 

become smaller in the distance. Also, the twin doorways act as overlapping planes, which also 
becomes smaller in the distance. Everything in the photo is rendered in one point perspective. 



Lateritious Watercolour - Colour
This photo highlights red and yellow paint in the sunlight, and dims the darker 
blacks and blues with shadow. By overexposing and shadowing these colours, 

we can see the  multiples shades and hues.



Coronation of the Coffer - Texture
The chainlike texture of the box is sharply contrasted against the glossy table. 

Because you can see through the box, the photo demonstrates just how 
complex the texture is and how it acts as a structure.



Paucity - Unity
The circles are identical in appearance, and neither one demands the 

attention of the viewer. This gives picture unity.  Everything is made of metal



Lighthearted Literature - Centre of Interest
While the photo shows a motif of books, it is clear that, with the help of sunlight, the top 
book is most dominant. The top book is contrasted with intense light and shadow - very 

different from the drab lighting of the lower books. Sun rays even point to the topmost book. 



Jarred Java - Balance
The light through the jar and the very blurred human figure creates a informal 

balance. While the jar is much brighter, bigger, and sharper, the 
psychological aspect of seeing human figure draws the attention of the brain 
just as easily. The solid white and black of chalkboard and projector help in 

drawing the eye to the right.



Coshearence - Coherence
The bolts, metal, handles, and metal work all comes together to create a medley 
of shapes that one can only attribute to a rusty old shears. You don’t even need 

to see the whole object to understand what it is.



Immaculate Mug - Positive/Negative 
space

The silhouette of the mug vs. the bright sky/snow creates a lot of negative space. The 
trees in the distance add another dimension to this space, because while it is in the 
background, it maintains the same value of the mug. Therefore, there is a dynamic 
array of spindly, blurry branches, and sharp solid mug that creates positive space.



Superannuated Switch - Rhythm
The many switches, each flipped ON and contrasted black on orange creates a 

sharp, contrasted, and mechanical rhythm that ultimately stops dead as it 
reaches the end of its frame at the upper third of the picture.


